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Multiple Homicides 97V323T

Highland Park Agricultural District - Lot 12
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Lots 
9,10,11,13

323-254-9592

 , 1924

Not Applicable

A heroin abusing sex club for the wealthy and privledged descended into an orgy 
of violence for no clear reason. Bodies were all found in or near an unused barn on 
agricultural land. 
The barn was on fire when we arrived and nearly all of the dead had already ex-
pired. The rest succumbed to their wounds before paramedics arrived. Most of the 
bodies had been grossly mutilated although a few had been shot. Medical examiner 
concluded that wild animals were responsible for the most part. I found this hard 
to beleive.  
Roster of identified bodies are: Ramon Echavarria (identified by a household 
servant), Rihard Spend (identified by Yolanda Spenzel), 4 women and 6 men inden-
tified by next of kin, 3 Jane does, Vinent Stack (from ID on his person which in-
cluded a PI license valid in NJ), Katherine Clark (from ID on person), Franklin 
Cormac Kullman (from ID on person). Most bodies found nude or wearing robes. 
Stack - Body found with a shotgun clenched in hands. 
Kullman - Found near the Buick, his wheelchair still in car. Seemed to have been 
dragged out of the vehicle. 
Clark - Decapitated. Head never found. 
Trails of blood and footprints leading from the scene suggest that at least one 
individual escaped the events. 
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